
COLLABRATIVE APPROACH

Overview 

Zentura is a leading office fit-out and refurbishment company who work with corporate clients 
based in London. With fast track projects and quick turnaround times, Zentura’s suppliers must 
be reliable and fit with their mission to provide peace of mind. Liquidline have worked with 
Zentura on various projects to provide refreshment solutions. The most recent Zentura-Liquidline 
collaboration was a fit-out at Alteryx. 
Alteryx is an international company with headquaters in California and regional offices in London, 
Silicon Valley, Dallas, Chicago and Australia. They are the market leader in self-service data 
analytics software work with companies who want to use data to gain a competitive edge. 

Opportunity 

When Alteryx decided to open its first London office, Zentura were appointed to assist in 
tranforming their functional space to reflect the companys fun culture. Of course coffee was a 
key requirement and Zentura were quick to get in contact with us - knowing we would be able to 
provide the perfect caffeinated drinks solution. 
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The Solution 

Undoubtebly the highlight of the new office is the bright and spacious breakout area. 
Liquidline provided Alteryx with a Flavia Barista coffee machine which best matched their 
requirements. This coffee machine offers a wide selection of drinks from an American 
to the perfect Herbal Infusion. With a smart and modern design, the coffee machine fits 
fabulously with the gloss finish kitchen, ionic furniture, pool table and of course the beer 
keg!
The finished result exudes an atmosphere of energy and fun that is created by having 
coffee in the workplace. Alteryx’s breakout area has become the most popular place to 
socialise in the office and we’re not suprised with its continous supply of great coffee. 

Liquidline also installed a beautiful Billi tap and tasty consumables at Alteryx. As part of 
Liquidline’s after care service, all maintenance is provided free of charge to Alteryx. 

Are you planning to revamp your workplace? Find out how Zentura and Liquidline can 
help your business. Get in touch via our website or give us a call on 0800 849 9110. 

Liquidline is our preferred supplier of refreshment solutions for all 
projects, whether it be coffee machines, water taps or vending. We 
only use suppliers that are reliable. quick and excel in customer 
service - Liquidline are all these qualities. When we put Liquidline 
forward to our clients they often comment on how helpful the 

company is in working out the perfect solution to their requirements.
Debbie Smith (Marketing Manager) 


